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INTRODUCTION & SCORE
BlackTokenomics is a specialized Tokenomics firm for Web3 Projects, Launchpads, VCs & Funds 
leading the Token Audit implementation in the space. Unlike existing models that heavily rely on 
speculation, we envisioned a data-driven approach to tokenomics.

Tokenomics Rating 
Our Token Audit ratings and scores are based on a hexagonal cahrt that takes into consideration scores 
from monetary policies, supply metrics, inflation, unlocks and supply shocks, token distribution fairness, 
selling pressure and dilution between investors.  

Our database holds 350+ projects, providing comprehensive tokenomics details and price action data. 
Embracing a data-driven approach, we prioritize valuable insights over speculative models, setting the 
new tokenomics standard.
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EVALUATION BREAKDOWN
On our Token Audits, we continually strive for excellence, placing a high priority on catering to the 
perspective of public sale investors, thanks to our strategic partnerships with select launchpads.

Description Status

Are a critical component of tokenomics that deals with the 
supply and distribution of tokens.  

It is similar to the monetary policy of traditional economies, 
where the central bank controls the money supply to 
manage inflation and economic growth.

This analysis covers the Total Supply vs Circulating Supply 
vs Initial Supply at the Token Generation Event (TGE).

Token unlocks occur when a portion of a cryptocurrency's 
circulating supply becomes available for trading. This can 
lead to supply shocks that can affect the price of the coin 
or token.

We conduct an analysis to ensure fair and inclusive 
token allocation, avoiding ownership concentration and 
fostering a level playing field for all participants.

Passed

Passed

Passed

Passed

www.blacktokenomics.com

Monetary Policies

Variables

Supply Metrics

Inflation

Is there sufficient liquidity allocated to support the market 
launch and handle sudden supply shocks?

PassedLiquidity

Unlocks and  
Supply shocks

Token Distribution 
Fairness

4

Refers to the increase in the circulating supply of a token 
over time, which can result in a decrease in its purchasing 
power as more tokens become available in the market.

Passed
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VESTING RELEASE SCHEDULE
Another crucial monetary policy that significantly influences the rate, accelerations, and velocity of new 
token introduction into the system is the vesting release schedule. This fundamental process holds immense 
importance in the overall tokenomics as it provides us with a wealth of data to analyze and interpret.

ALLOCATION DISTRIBUTION
The allocation distribution plays a pivotal role in the monetary policies of a token. It is responsible for defining 
the entire process of creating, emitting, and distributing new tokens among different pools or shareholders.  

MONETARY POLICIES
Our technical analysis include Monetary Policies, Inflation, Supply Shocks and Distribution Fairness.

www.blacktokenomics.com

Total Supply 
1,000,000,000
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DISTRIBUTION VESTING CIRCLUATION

TOTAL

Marketing 12 Month Cliff, Vesting Linearly over 24 Months

Founders & Advisors 12 Month Cliff, Vesting Linearly over 24 Months

Investors 12 Month Cliff, Vesting Linearly over 24 Months

$bdBLB Incentives Vesting Linearly over 24 Months

Series Round 12 Month Cliff, Vesting Linearly over 18 Months

Airdrop 100% Unlock at TGE

Lockdrop Vesting Linearly over 12 Months

Foundation / DAO Treasury 100% Unlock at TGE

MM Seed Liq DEX

TOKEN AMOUNT

1,000,000,000

20,000,000

197,500,000

142,500,000

300,000,000

100,000,000

49,500,000

50,500,000

130,000,000

10,000,000

%

100%

2%

19.75%

14.25%

30%

10%

4.95%

5.05%

13%

1% 100% Unlock at TGE

Check $BLB  Tokenomics breakdown

SUPPLY METRICS
This is how the $BLB Token Supply will develop for the next 4 years. *Considering all Investors tokens 
entering into circulation immediately when unlocked.

$BLB TOKENOMICS 
Understanding tokenomics involves key technical terms:

‣Token Generation Event (TGE): The token's listing date on an exchange, central or decentralized, providing 
the first opportunity for the different pools to unlock tokens.

‣Cliff Period: A defined lockup time usually implemented for the team, seed and private sale investors.

‣Vesting: A time-based mechanism regulating the release of tokens to different pools.

Unlocks ≠ Circulating Supply.  
Understanding this is crucial. Unlocks don't immediately contribute to the circulating supply. The 
Circulating Supply is a superior metric to Total Supply for market capitalization, as it reflects tokens 
that genuinely impact prices by entering circulation.  

Based on  theoretical principles, we carefully selected the pools expected to enter circulation and 
affect the price when an unlock occurs.

www.blacktokenomics.com

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vR-6wU6gZ6KRetBP5UWnMkajmOnqUASgOvpZZT3e1K99LA_yjm6KgUfYpyfYF5jhRmkkGbPyqh6N3Gy/pubhtml?gid=2027495742&single=true
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CIRCULATING SUPPLY INFLATION (YoY)
This is how the $BLB token inflation will develop for the next 4 years. 

CUMULATIVE INFLATION (YoY)
This is how the $BLB cumulative token inflation will develop for the next 4 years. 

$BLB INFLATION
Token inflation refers to the increase in the circulating supply of a token over time, leading to a 
reduction in its purchasing power due to more tokens being available.

www.blacktokenomics.com

Year 3

42.18%

Year 4

0%

Year 1

84.87%

Year 2

125.38%
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UNLOCKS & SUPPLY SHOCKS
It's essential to carefully consider these factors when designing a tokenomics model for a 
cryptocurrency project. By carefully managing unlocks, and supply shocks, we help projects 
maintain the long-term value and stability of their tokens.  

UNLOCKS                            SUPPLY SHOCKS

https://www.blacktokenomics.com
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ALLOCATED TO

Community

Insiders

Insiders

Community

Insiders

Community

Community

Foundation

Foundation

Token distribution fairness is a crucial safeguard against centralization risks. Concentration of tokens in the hands of 
insiders or foundation members can create imbalances, leading to potential governance and decision-making 
challenges.  

A fair distribution of tokens through public sales and community allocations gives individual investors the opportunity 
to participate in the project's growth. Inclusive token distribution aligns with the democratic spirit of decentralization, 
ensuring that the control and influence over the project are not concentrated in the hands of a few privileged entities. 
By involving the community in the early stages, a project can build a dedicated and engaged user base that actively 
supports its objectives, leading to long-term sustainability.
  

Public Sale 
This pool represents the tokens that are made available to the public for purchase during a public sale.  

Community 
This pool is for project community members (users, developers, supporters), covering ecosystem development, 
airdrops, and rewards. It aims to incentivize engagement, support growth, and stimulate activity.  

Insiders 
Allocated to team, advisors, and early investors, including seed and strategic investors. Classified as "Insiders" due to 
their close involvement and long-term project alignment.



Foundation 
These tokens are used to support the ongoing operations and the smooth running of the project. Examples: 
Foundation Reserve, Liquidity, Grants, Research and Development, Operational expenses etc... 
     

TOKEN POOLS

Marketing

Founders & Advisors

Investors

$bdBLB Incentives

Series Round

Airdrop

Lockdrop

Foundation / DAO Treasury

MM Seed Liq DEX

FAIR DISTRIBUTION
Fair Distribution models aim to showcase how projects distribute their supply effectively.

https://www.blacktokenomics.com


Trusted by industrys best

For any questions or requirements about our Tokenomics Services: 
Email: info@blacktokenomics.com 
Telegram: https://t.me/cryptoagc

DISCLAIMER

CONTACT

This tokenomics audit has been executed based on best industry practices at the time of the writing of this 
report. This report contains no statements or warranties on the identification of all vulnerabilities and issues 
within the token economy of the prospect. The report covers the current tokenomics at the writing of this 
document, so it may not be relevant after any modifications. 


Do not consider this report as a final and sufficient assessment regarding the utility and safety of the token 
economy, issues status, or any other statements. 


English is the original language of the report. Black Tokenomics is not responsible for the correctness of the 
translated versions.
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